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Abstract: This paper presents a radio-frequency (RF) antenna as a sensor to detect Horseradish
peroxidase (HRP). At the core of the proposed approach is a graphene film deposited on a stub
connected to an RF antenna. The graphene film is doctor bladed on the stub. The film is then properly
chemically functionalized in order to detect the presence of Horseradish peroxidase (HRP). We
validate the proof-of-concept operation of HRP concentration detection by measuring the frequency
shift of the reflection coefficient of the antenna using very small concentration of HRP (0.03 mM to
0.6 mM).
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1. Introduction

Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms with remarkable electronic and mechani-
cal properties. With proper solvent, graphene flakes can be dispersed in different binders
to produce inks. The inks can be used with various printing methods to produce films
for applications as sensors [1,2]. Films can be realized with several techniques such as
drop casting [3], epitaxial growth [4], chemical vapor deposition [5], and screen printing
techniques [6]. Graphene films have found many applications due to their unique elec-
tronic properties. In particular, gas sensors (see, e.g., [7]), metrological applications [8],
humidity, temperature, and pressure monitoring [9,10], wearable devices [11], and tunable
devices [12–16].

Recently, great attention has been devoted to the use of graphene for biosensors
(see, e.g., [17–19]). The introduction of carbon-based nanomaterial films seems promis-
ing not only for the detection of biomolecules but also for the realization of biosensors.
Sensors are designed for the diagnosis of various type of viruses [20] and cancers (breast,
prostate) [21] as well as routine clinical analysis (detection of glucose levels in the serum
or drug detection and monitoring [11,22]). For the detection of various bio-molecules,
many invasive techniques, such as electro-impedance spectroscopy, enzyme oxidation, time
domain reflectometer, and surface plasma resonance, exist [23–27].

The use of radio-frequency (RF) biosensors based on passive and/or active devices
and circuits has been investigated [28–31]. The performance of these biosensors can be
enhanced by the introduction of nanomaterials. Therefore, these biosensors possess high
potential to modulate their sensitivity and selectivity using tailored chemical functionaliza-
tion to adsorb particular molecules. Multidisciplinary research capabilities are needed for
the realization of biosensors with high sensitivity and low concentration limits.

The colorimetric and electrochemical methods are widely used for enzyme detection.
The use of colorimetric methods [32] for enzyme detection can only be used manually and
it is difficult to automate the detection process. The optical detection of color change is
susceptible to changes in ambient light conditions, type of lens, type of camera, etc. Com-
plicated calibration techniques are required in order to compensate for measurement errors
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due to variation in ambient light conditions [33]. As for the electrochemical method [34,35],
it is difficult to obtain a direct electron transfer with the substrate electrode [36].

Horseradish peroxidase has been widely used as an enzyme for the detection of
a number of markers [34,36–39]. Horseradish peroxidase is not susceptible to ambient
conditions when it is adequately stored. Furthermore, the impact of light on HRP is also
negligible and it is not impacted by chemiluminescence. When exposed to even a smaller
amount of target protein or antigen, the detection is very easy since a chemical reaction
occurs. In order to further increase the sensitivity, a number of different procedures can be
adopted for the amplification of the signals. An increased number of binding capability of
the enzyme makes sure that the chemical reaction occurs over an extended duration. This
results in detection capabilities over a longer period of time. Another added advantage
is that a number of commercial substrates have the capabilities of chemiluminescence,
chromogenesis, and fluorescence, making this a very versatile option with a number
of chemicals in use. Lastly, it is a very cost-effective and readily available option for
detection [40–42]. A substrate is used to be oxidized by HRP by using hydrogen peroxide
as the oxidizing agent. This results in a characteristic color change. A number of substrates
can be used to demonstrate this color change, e.g., TMB (3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine),
DAB, ABTS, etc.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the use of chemically functionalized graphene
films for the detection of the concentration of substrate in HRP from the chemical variation
in electrical properties. The functionalization of carbon films deposited on commercial
RF dielectric materials is performed for the first time. In the past, this process has been
performed multiple times on silicon materials [43,44]. To the knowledge of authors, this
is the first time that the concentration of HRP has been detected with a radio-frequency
device. It has a number of advantages as compared to other techniques, for example, inte-
gration with electronic readout circuits, low-cost large-scale production, and fast response.
Moreover, a similar principle can be used to detect different enzymes, for example, DNA
protein, antibodies, and H2O2.

We focus on passive RF biosensors (microstrip patch antenna). The sensor is de-
signed and realized using standard PCB etching techniques. The graphene films are then
printed in between copper electrodes on PCB substrate and properly functionalized for sub-
strate detection in HRP. Detailed investigation of the surface morphology of the graphene
nanoplatelets and graphene films using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) reveals that
the graphene films present a homogeneous dispersion of the filler with a comparatively
lower surface roughness at higher concentrations and negligible agglomerates. HRP concen-
tration detection is performed by measuring the frequency shift of the reflection coefficient
of the antenna using very small concentration of HRP (0.03 mM to 0.6 mM).

In Section 2, the graphene flakes’ characterization, the realization of graphene films,
and the scattering parameter measurement setup are introduced. In Section 3, the sen-
sor design and full-wave simulations are introduced, and the results for different HRP
concentration are shown. Some conclusions are reported in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Graphene and Film Characterization

The filler used in the film is composed of graphene nanoplatelets commercially avail-
able at Nanoinnova (Toledo, Spain). The filler has a nominal surface area of 110 m2/g and
it has a carbon content of over 98.9 wt%. The graphene film consists of the filler (graphene)
and a binder. The ratio of the filler to binder in the film is 9:1. The binder used in this
case is polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF). As its name suggests, the binder provides the film
with mechanical stability and adhesion. The binder is an electrical insulator and given its
small ratio in the mixture, its electrical properties do not impact the electrical properties of
the film. The binder is mixed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), which acts as a solvent.
NMP is an organic material and helps in dispersion of the filler and the binder during the
mixing process. The slurry is a mixture of NMP, PVdF, and graphene flakes. It is placed
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in a 250 mL beaker along with ethanol. After covering the beaker, the slurry is dispersed
through a mixing anchor at room temperature. The slurry is mixed for several hours in or-
der to obtain a well-dispersed mixture. Continuing the stirring process, the temperature is
increased, causing ethanol evaporation. The resulting slurry is doctor bladed in the gap on
the sensor. The sensor with the slurry is left for 5 min in an ethanol-saturated environment.
Once deposited, the film is let to dry under hoof convection for several days.

The fillers and films are characterized by scanning electron microscopy and Raman
spectroscopy. The scanning electron microscopy is performed by a ZEISS SUPRA TM 40
microscope. For the Raman spectroscopy [45–47], a Renishaw InVia Raman spectrometer
(Renishaw plc, Wotton-under-Edge, UK) is used which has a 514.5 nm laser excitation
and a 20× objective. An average of five measurements were used in the calculation of the
spectrum, all performed on five different spots on the same sample. For each measurement,
an extended scanning mode in the 500–3000 cm−1 range was adopted. The normalization
of all the spectra was performed by a commercial software (Origin 8.5, OriginLab Co.,
Northampton, MA, USA).

2.2. Sensor Fabrication and Measurement Setup

The sensor is an inset-fed microstrip antenna connected to two sectioned microstrip
stubs separated by a gap. The gap is the sensing part, which is filled with graphene film
(see Figure 1). The sensor is simulated with a finite element modeling tool, Ansys HFSS, to
resonate at a frequency of 4.5 GHz.

The sensors are fabricated on Rogers Kappa 438, a dielectric material suited for radio-
frequency applications. The circuit is realized with a photo-lithographic Press and Peel
(PnP) technique. The layout of the circuit is first drawn with a standard CAD system.
The layout is then printed on a royal blue HTV heat transfer vinyl sheet with the help of a
laser printer. The desired shape printed on the vinyl sheet is placed (adheres) on one side
of the dielectric substrate (covered with 35 µm thick copper on both sides) with a heating
source. The opposite side of the dielectric (the ground plane) is covered in order not to be
attached by the developer. The circuit is submerged in the iron (III) chloride bath in order
to remove the unwanted copper. The slurry (film) is deposited with the help of a mask
that has a thickness of 500 µm. The film deposition has a circular shape which is drawn on
the mask prior to the deposition. The diameter of the film is 5 mm. The drying process of
the slurry removes any extra solvent. It is completed under a hood in the laboratory, after
which the mask is removed. During the slurry preparation, maximum care was taken in
order to avoid cross-contamination with copper or other metallic substances. Note that the
conductivity of the slurry is considerably lower as compared to metals; therefore, there is a
negligible influence of the passage of current in the film.

Surface functionalization is crucial in the realization of sensors with high selectivity
and sensitivity. Controlled immobilization is performed on surfaces used as recognition
elements of biomolecules that can be correlated to a change in electrical or radio-frequency
signal variation [44]. The procedure of functionalization is analogous to the procedure
described in [43,48]. Briefly, the film is activated with (EDC-NHS), then anti-HRP protein
is immobilized on the film, followed by incubation with an enzyme containing the HRP
enzyme in its structure.

The measurement of the reflection coefficient of the sensor is performed with the help
of a two-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), 300 kHz to 9 GHz, (P9371A by Keysight) in
the frequency band 4–6 GHz. Once the surface of the film is functionalized, different concen-
trations of HRP+TMB are deposited with a volume of 30 µL. Before depositing a different
concentration over the surface, the surface is washed with the help of a buffer solution.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the sensor with the functionalized graphene film.

3. Results
3.1. Characterization of Graphene Nanoplatelets and Its Composite Films

The characterization of the graphene nanoplatelets was performed by Raman spectroscopy.
The average spectra for the graphene nanoplatelets are shown in Figure 2. Curve (a) in
Figure 2 shows the average Raman spectra of the graphene nanoplatelets before deposition,
while curve (b) shows the Raman spectra of the film after deposition. There is no noticeable
difference between the graphene spectra before and after deposition due to an overwhelm-
ingly high percentage of filler in the film. It can be noticed that two bands are located at
1350 cm−1 and 1570 cm−1. These can be attributed to the breathing mode of the graphene
ring (D peak) and the in-plane stretching of the sp2 carbon (G peak). A third band is seen
at 2690 cm−1 (2D peak). This third band is an overtone of the D band [49]. These attributes
are typical of graphene-based materials, while the defects in the structure of graphene can
be confirmed by the presence of the D peak [46,47]. The multilayered structure of graphene
can be confirmed from the intensity of the G peak, which is twice as that of the 2D peak [21].

Figure 2. Raman characterization of the film and its contents: (a) graphene flakes, (b) film.

A morphology determination of the graphene flakes and the films was performed
by SEM characterization. The SEM images are shown in Figure 3 for graphene flakes and
in Figure 4 for the film. The two-dimensional nature of graphene can be confirmed from
the SEM image of the filler (Figure 3a). It can be seen that they are numerous and thus
following a network interconnecting each other [50]. The SEM image of the filler (Figure 3b)
shows an individual graphene nanoplatelet with edges that are transparent, showing that
the composition of the nanoplatelets is that of a few graphene layers [51,52]. From the SEM
images, the approximate dimension of flakes can be estimated to be 300 nm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. SEM of graphene nanoplatelets with different magnifications: (a) magnification of 200 nm,
(b) magnification of 100 nm.

The SEM images of the graphene film after the deposition process are shown in Figure 4.
The zoomed-out image (Figure 4a) shows that the nanoplatelets are well-dispersed in the
binder matrix. The zoomed-in image of Figure 4b shows that the graphene nanoplatelets
retain their shape after being dispersed in the binder. The SEM images lead to some
morphological observations about the structure of the graphene film. A partially crumpled
structure with irregular agglomeration and stacked arrangement of flakes can be observed.
The multi-layer region is well-distributed across the whole surface. The average number of
layers is the same provided the image is characterized by homogeneous dark grey areas [53].
The light grey areas represent the reduction in the number of layers of graphene.

(a) (b)
Figure 4. SEM image of graphene film with different magnifications: (a) magnification of 10 µm,
(b) magnification of 1 µm. Taken from [54].

3.2. Sensor Design and Realization

The antenna is designed on Rogers Kappa 438 dielectric substrate that has permittivity
εr = 4.38, loss tangent tanδ = 0.005, and thickness h = 1.52 mm. The patch itself is made
of copper and has a metal thickness t = 32 µm. The length of the patch is L = 15 mm
and it has a width of w = 20 mm. The length of the feed line is 5.5 mm and its width is
3.2 mm. The length of the feed line is optimized to minimize the mismatch at the input of
the microstrip antenna. The transmission line characteristic impedance is 50 Ω. The stubs
are of equal width of 1 mm, which corresponds to a characteristic impedance of 100 Ω.
The length of the gap between the stubs is 2 mm.

Several prototypes were realized and three of them used to detect various concentra-
tion of HRP. The prototypes were named from A1 to A8. The prototypes were fabricated
with a photolithographic procedure explained in Section 2. We expect a tolerance of ap-
proximately ±0.5 mm on the nominal dimensions. These prototypes are measured with the
help of a VNA. The measured reflection coefficients before the film deposition are shown
in Figure 5. The tolerances on the nominal dimensions result in a small frequency shift, as
for prototype A1 and A8, or in a variation of the value of the reflection coefficient, as for A4
(see Figure 5). The reflection coefficients after the film deposition are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Measured reflection coefficient of three prototypes without film.

Figure 6. Measured reflection coefficient of three prototypes with film.

This results in a small frequency shift, as for prototype A1 and A8, or in a variation
of the value of the reflection coefficient, as for A4 (see Figure 6). It can be seen that with
the introduction of the film, the antenna resonates at a slightly different frequency than
its design frequency along with a variation in the mismatch. Such a variation is due to
the conductive behavior of the film forming a connection to the open-circuited stub. The
surface functionalization of the film does not impact the reflection coefficient of the antenna
to a great extent. Nonetheless, the impact of varying concentrations of HRP+TMB will
be shown in the following. For sensors A1 and A8, the resonance changes from −25 dB
to −4 dB at 4.6 GHz. In the case of sensor A4, the resonance in the presence of the film is
−6 dB. Therefore, a better sensitivity to HRP is expected for sensor A4.

The antenna without the film is simulated with the help of HFSS in the frequency band
of 4 GHz to 6 GHz. The antenna resonates at the frequency of 4.6 GHz. The comparison
between the simulations and the measured reflection coefficient of prototype A1 is shown
in Figure 7. The simulated and measured results are in good agreement with each other.
However, as expected, the mismatch in reflection coefficient in the measured antenna is
slightly higher than in the simulated antenna (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. HFSS simulations and measured reflection coefficient.

3.3. Experimental Results

The active area where the chemical process takes place is a film of graphene. The film
is round in shape and with a diameter of 5 mm. The surface of the film is functionalized
and is exposed to HRP+TMB in different concentrations. This is referred to as the drop.
The drop should be of a specific volume (30 µL) in order to cover the surface but not in too
much excess so that it does not fall off or contacts the edges of the stub (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Sensor with drop of HRP.

The sensor is connected to a VNA and one-port measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cient (S11) are performed in the frequency band 4–6 GHz. Each time the chemical properties
of the film vary, the electrical properties are also varied. This introduces a variation in
the input impedance of the stubs and hence the resonant frequency of the antennas is
varied. As the aim of this work is to quantify the variation in concentration of HRP+TMB
in terms of the frequency shift of the sensor, drops of different concentration are deposited
on the film. The resulting reflection coefficients of the sensor are shown in Figure 9 for
the prototype A4. In this case, concentrations of 0.03 mM, 0.1 mM were applied. It can
be seen that with a concentration of 0.03 mM, the antenna resonates at the frequency of
3.12 GHz, giving a shift in frequency of 400 MHz with respect to the reference case; with a
concentration of 0.1 mM, the shift in frequency is 480 MHz. Every time a drop of different
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concentration is deposited on the film, the film is washed with a buffer solution. This shifts
the resonant frequency of the antenna back to its initial value.

A similar experiment was performed using prototype A8 with higher concentrations
(0.3 mM and 0.6 mM), resulting in a frequency shift of 280 MHz and 340 MHz (Figure 10).
This excludes the impact of the depositions performed previously on the successive ex-
periments. It also shows that the sensor can be reused multiple times with different
concentrations, and HRP concentration detection is still possible.

Figure 9. Measured reflection coefficient of the sensor with a drop of HRP with different concentra-
tions (prototype A4).

Figure 10. Measured reflection coefficient of the sensor with a drop of HRP with different concentra-
tions (prototype A8).

4. Conclusions

Electrical detection of the concentration of HRP+TMB has been performed with the
help of functionalized surface of graphene-based films. The method can be used to detect
other types of peroxidases provided the functionalization of the film is carried out to detect
the chosen molecules. Passive sensors based on a patch antenna connected to an open-
circuited stub have been used as sensing elements. The active part is a graphene-based film
fabricated and doctor bladed onto the radio-frequency substrate. Raman spectra show a
good-quality multi-layer graphene, with unchanged physical properties before and after
the deposition. It has been shown that the return loss and resonant frequency of a patch
antenna sensor varies with varying concentration of HRP+TMB, which can be used as
an additional method in concentration detection along with spectrophotometric methods.
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Given HRP concentration varying between 0.01 mM and 0.6 mM, the maximum measured
variation in the resonating frequency is 480 MHz.

The antenna design can be improved by taking into account the presence of the
graphene film and the connected open stub. A characterization of the graphene film
with and without functionalization is necessary to perform simulations with HFSS during
the subsequent steps. Such characterization is in progress and it will be the object of
future work. The introduction of a circuital model of the conductive film would be a step
forward in such a direction, leading to a drop in the resonance peak magnitude.
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